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OUR MISSION

P33
exists
to...
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Follow the Data
We examine the data to identify
a specific, pressing and
solvable challenge in our tech
ecosystem
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Go Big
We take on the biggest techrelated challenges that show
the greatest opportunity for
our region

turbocharge Chicagoland’s
tech ecosystem and promote
inclusive economic growth.
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Break Silos
We work across silos to bring
together the right mix of
diverse players to solve the
challenge
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Make it Stick
We design a solution that
makes our ecosystem work
better and can be selfsustaining, so we are ready
for the next challenge
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How we achieve it

HOW WE WORK

BY 2033…

P33 is focused
on improving
Chicagoland’s
performance
on five
outcomes

Value Creation
Racial &
Gender Equity
Collaboration

Quality & Quantity
of Talent Pool
Perception
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*Black and LatinX

Chicagoland ranks in the top five nationally for venturebacked exits with 5-10 $1bn exits per year

Chicagoland is the nation’s most diverse tech
workforce, comprised of 50% people of color* and
women

Chicagoland’s corporations, academic institutions, startups, and researchers collaborate with a fluidity superior
to tier 1 tech hubs
Chicagoland has the most digitally prepared tech workforce
in America, ranking in the Top 3 in the U.S. for
computer science, data science, and STEM degree
production

Chicagoland is seen as a global tech hub and a leading
destination for tech talent and business

PEOPLE

Current Gaps
Industry x University partnerships
• On average, companies in Chicago recruiting tech talent are only
actively sourcing from two universities.4

PEOPLE

Current Strengths
A Strong STEM workforce
• Illinois has the fifth-largest STEM workforce in the US1

An Educated Workforce
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•

Illinois accounts for almost 10% of all Computer Science
degrees awarded in the United States (#2 in US)2

•

Illinois ranks fifth nationally in STEM degree production2

•

Requirement to take computer science as a high school graduation
requirement3
Sources 1. Illinois Science and Technology Coalition; 2. Illinois Innovation Index: Talent Index Fall 2017;
3. Chicago Public Schools; 4. Interviews with P33 Talent Coalition members

What We're
Doing

The Opportunity: Breaking down silos for a more interconnected Talent ecosystem
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Talent Development Pathways

K-12

Employer Talent
Coalition

4

Upskilling

Higher Education

Upskilled
employees
College-Ready,
Digital-Savvy
Students

Insight on
skill needs &
WBL
opportunities

Incumbent
Workers &
Funding

Tech Career
Ready
Graduates
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Youth-serving
non-profits

Test Scores
6

3
STEM Enrollment

Talent Attraction

Chicago Tech DEI Dashboard

Internships

Employment

Exec Roles

Metrics disaggregated by
race and gender

P33 has formed a coalition to shape the talent agenda in Chicago…

24+

Companies

$460B+
Global Revenue

1.3M+
Worldwide
Employees

71k+
Local
Employees

… with the desire to reestablish Chicago as a global technology leader.
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Design Principles for How to Do it Differently:
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ü

Demand-Driven: start with the employer as customer

ü

Density of employer demand

ü

Built for Scale: thousands, or tens of thousands

ü

Intentional about expanding opportunity for women, and
Black and Latinx students

ü

Systems-level and sustainable

Employer Talent Coalition

Doing this at scale is
extremely difficult…

Based on employer driven needs, P33 is currently developing two pilots for 2021.
These two together address urgent needs for skilled talent while expanding
opportunity and building a diverse talent pipeline.

Talent Development Pathways
increases the pool of workforce ready,
entry level graduates for Chicago tech
companies
Talent Attraction will bring
experienced talent from around the
country to fill in-demand roles today

ATTRACT
OUTSIDE TALENT
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GROW & RETAIN
NATIVE TALENT

Talent Attraction will increase the flow of digital talent to Chicago through targeting,
messaging, and engagement.
Target... those more likely
to move to Chicago

Sell… the City and its many
tech opportunities
Highly connected
hub for
transportation
27 Fortune 500
Company
Headquarters in
Chicago

Support… a smooth
transition
Intel on relevant
companies and jobs

Jumpstart candidates’
network-building

Strong diversity

Affordable cost of
living

Digital targeting and 1:1 vetting
to identify Chicago connections,
relevant life circumstances, and
openness to a move
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Address concerns of “what if this
ONE job doesn’t work out?”
Highlight Chicago’s quality-of-life
advantages

Provide info on schools
and neighborhoods

“This will be easier than I
thought”

P33 is building Talent Development Pathways as a networked approach to expanding
opportunity to careers and meeting employer needs.

K-12

• Identify
Students for
participation
• Deliver learning &
development
experiences

Colleges

• Clarity on
employer needs
• Support for
program design
Nonprofits
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• Access to
opportunities for
students

• Intelligence on skill
needs & company fit

• Maintain quality
standards

• Opportunities for
internships and jobs

• Advise on program
design

• Access to network
with staff

• Aggregate
opportunities

• Feedback

• Funding

• Connect partners
+
• Build and maintain a
new talent sourcing
platform

• Best-fit
candidates for
companies
• Concierge
support on best
partners to work
with, best places in
the pipeline to
engage

Employer
Talent
Coalition

CONTACT US

How to get
involved
We would love to hear from…
Employers interested in recruiting more diverse tech talent
Colleges looking to access local opportunities for students
Students or Professionals looking for their next role in Chicago

Matt Muench
SVP, Talent
Matt.Muench@P33Chicago.com
TalentSolutions@P33Chicago.com

Employer Talent
Coalition
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Talent
Attraction

Talent Development
Pathways

